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General description:
Classical sofa both for its shape and elegant 
dimension. The metal frame is fixed on steel 
bars, granting Sofà a perfect stability. The 
padding is realized through a perfect  mixture 
of Gellyfoam® (a technological material 
made of a mixture of foams patented by 
edra) and natural or synthetic material, which 
makes Sofà unique in its comfort.
The cover is realized with natural leathers 
or very thick and soft fabrics, so that the 
body can be welcomed by the special and 
comfortable padding.

Sofà Gran Khan
In the size 276 with a rough cut leather 
thrown on it, Gran Khan; the sofa has wild 
reminiscence of the primitive couches of the 
Mongolian tents. Gran Khan is inspired by 
the tradition of the nomadic peoples living in 
the lands of the “ crescent moon”. The cover 
is  a large mantle made of two rough-cut  
leathers of remarkable thickness (4 mm.), 
centrally seamed and joined  invisibly to the 
sofa by two big aluminum hooks fasteners.

Use:
Low backrest sofa allowing a formal but 
extremely comfortable seating. By slipping 
forward and laying with the nape on the 
backrest the comfort remains very high. It 
can be used also laying comfortably the 
head on the armrest, as it is provided, as 
the backrest, of a shaped structure  and a 
skillfully hand filled padding.
The absolute stability is granted by the 
junction bars which assure the unique 
comfort of Sofà.

Technical description:
Steel structure.
Padding available as:
- Sofà Feather (seat in Gellyfoam®  and 
Feather)
- Sofà Synth (seat in Gellyfoam®  and 
Synthetic Wadding).
Base with junction bars in epoxy lacquered 
steel.
Feed in molded ABS.
Undercover in cotton fiber.
Removable cover.
On request, product can be realised also 
responding to other specific regulation 
required.
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